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I. Problem･s 

In a certain sense, the bourgeois economics has mainly been concerned 

with the analysis of price and interest rate in studying the economy of 
capitalism. Such an approach has analogously been attempted for the 
clariflcation of the socialist economy giving rise to a number of misunder-
standings, ror instance, it is a well-known fact that the impossibility or 

the difticulties of the planned economy was concluded from the evaluation 
of the barometric function of prices by some bourgeois economists durin*' 

the course of a controversy on planned economy, which has proceeded 
after the twentieth.1 Against such an approach, the analysis of the func-

tions of prices in the Soviet economy as socialist economy has been 
proposed by those, who positively admit the possibility of planned econo-
my. Such an attitude is taken for instance by Dobb and Sweezy in their 
theory of planned economy in favor of the Soviet economy. Another ap-
proach of a similar nature has also been tried by bourgeois economists with 

respect to the turn-over tax. 
This paper was mainly motivated by such a situation, and we shall 

not concern ourselves in this paper with such an approach itself or the 
criticism and analysis of the price system in the Soviet Union, but confine 

ourselves to its clariflcation. An analysis or clariflcation is attempted in 

this paper of the commercial system or the price variation or its mecha-
nism-in the Soviet L~nion. The first task of the author is therefore the 
clariflcation of the variety of prices in the Soviet Union, although they 
are sometimes referred to simply as the Soviet price. Such a clarification 
is follo~ved by an analysis of the relations, which are in existence between 

the various constituents of these prices.3 Such an analysis would certainly 

* The controversy here mentioned of is that centering around the "theory of economic 
calculation," ¥h'Inch was presented by a number of bourgeois economists, who observed the 
Soviet socialist system in it infancv in twentieth. The theory lvas proposed for the purpose of 
dlsapproving the possibility of the planned economv. Among the exponents of the thoeory are 
Ludwig von ~'Iises, ~_fax ¥Veber, Boris Brutskus and F. A. Hayek. The third part of Sl~'eezy's 
"Socialism '" constitutes a critical introduction to the theory, altough it is somewhat too in-

troductory. 
' Cf. ¥_faurice Dobb, Sovlet econo'nic developmet~t since J9J7, London 1948, Chap. I.; Paul 

Sweezv. Socialism, 1949. Pt. 3. 
* Ih view of the limited length of the paper, we shall confine ourselves onlv to the frst 

problem and the >~econd one will be fully discussed at another occasion. 
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has its own merit. It however remains prelirninaries to other more di~ 
tailed studies and is elementary in such a sense. The author nevertheless 
dares to designate the proposed study as elementary not 'only in the sense 
that it provides us with the starting point of our further discussions, but 
in the sense that it is the very foundations on which any scientific discus-

sion on Soviet economy is based an.d without which the scientific nature 
of the discussion is not guaranteed any more. 

Even if we do not dash to such an excuse for remaining "elementary" 
in ,our subsequent discussions, it is easy to see that the study of the 
Soveit prices has a significance different from that of the price system in 
capitalist countries, because the prices in the Soviet Union are the so-called 

planned prices as will be explained in what follows and are therefore not 
under the direct influence of the relation between demand and supply. In 
the Soviet Union, the institutional factors therefore play a very important 

role in determining or changing prices. This is the main reason why we 
shall be concerned in what follows mainly with the institutional side of 
the prices in the Soviet Union. 

II. Prices of M~l4ufactured Products 

(1) Retail prices and wholesale prices 

a. Retail prices 

"The state retail price is the fir.lal price, at which citizens and kolkhoses 

buy goods from the state or cooperetive retail business."4 The state 
retail price (rocy;IapcTBeHHhle p03HHHHEle ueHbl, staatliche Einzelhandelspreise) 

here mentioned of is in the hrst place the universal price (e~:nHble LleHbl) and 

at the same time the planned price.5 

The present system for planned prices was first introduced in the 
period from 1930 to 1935. Up to this time, the highest price and the 
highest commercial price were fixed by the government and dealings were 
carried out by commercial agencies ,at the price thus fixed. In 1930, three 

fourth of all the dealings concentrated on the state or cooperative business. 

In view of this fact and the reform of the tax system in 1930 (which was 
adopted at the central committee of the party on. December 5, 1929 and 
put in effect on September 2, 1930.) as well as that of the banking system 
in the same year, it can be said that the present system of planned prices 
was founded in the period from 193() to 1935.6 

This period at the same time conincided firstly with the establishment 

of the socialist economy and secondly with the abolishment of the rationing 

' JI. Ma~3eH6epr, LleH006pa30BaHHe B HaFO;IIIOM x03;I~cTBe Cccp. 1953., cTp. 149 
* Hans Langer, Das Preissystem der Sowjetunion, Berhn 1953. S. 16. 
' I{ans Langer, a, a. O. SS. 41-43. 
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system. Laying aside the former, which is too Well-known to be described 
here, a brief account of the latter is better made here. After the ration 

system during the War Communism (1918-1920), the system was again 
put in effect in 1928, while the so-called commercial dealings (r(oMM-
epvecKa;1 TOproBJISI; Kommerzhandel) were also put in practice in the follow-

ing year allowing some commercial activities outside the rationing system. 

In 1932, the scope of the rationing system was reduced and the free mar-
ket was ofiicially approved. In 1933, 40 ~ price reduction was put in effect 

and the rationing system was abolished in 1934. Simultaneously with the 
abolishment of the rationing system the present system of prices was es-
tablished. (It is said that 47 % and 35 ~ reduction of prices were put in 
effect respectively in 1935 and 1936, while the price reduction from 5 to 
16% was made of manufactured goods in July, 1937.7) Summing up, the 
establishment of the present price system in the Soviet Union conincides 
with the period, at which the Soviet government succeeded in Socialist 
industrialization (1935-36) as well as the collectivization of agriculture and 

establishment of socialist economy, while the production and distribution 

of necessaries of life were much improved as a result of the successful 
execution of the second fivt~year plan. 

As was mentioned above, the state retail price is universal through-

out a region. Therefore, some commodities are on sale at a price, which 
is the same only within a certain district, while some others are sold at 

the same price throughout the whole Union. The former is called the 
union price (col03Hbre L1:eHbl), while the latter is designated as the local 

price (no;IcHble n:eHbl).8 In the former are included the goods, which are 
handled in large quantity (such as textile, tobacco, toilet articles, tea, 

fuel and spirits.) On the other hand, the latter include grains, animal and 

plant oils, manufactured meats and margarine. The mechanism of the 
price determination of these goods will be summarised in what follows. 

The retail prices at restaurants and hotels should be discussed separate-

ly. In accordance with the nature of the facilities, at which the com-
modities are on sale, their prices are divided into three categories, while 
the prices are classified into two according to the character of their own. 

From the stand-point of the price policy of the Soviet Union, restau-
rants and hotels are classified into three categories in accordance with the 

facilities at their disposal. In the first category are included restaurants, 

high-class cafes and the dining rooms attached to national theaters, while 

in the second category are included hotels, public dining rooms, ordinary 

. ' Hans Langer, a. a. O. SS. 92-93. -The rationing system was put in practice during the years 
from 1928 to 1934 and from 1941 to 1947. About the reintroduction of the rationing system 
during the World War 11 and its abohshment, refer to author's "L;covw~l~y of the Soviet 
Ultio't *' (in Japanese) (1~~'anami-Shoten, 1953), pp. 54-5/~, pp. 168-176, aTid "Studies o~e Soviet 
L;co'somy " (In Japanese) (Keiso-Shob~, 1954), pp. 140-153. 

* AI{aJleMld;~ Hay}c CCCP. noJI}iTPt~:ecl{a;~ eKOHOMH;T' yH:e6HHI{ 1954r., cTp. 512. 
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dining rooms, tea houses ~nd cafes. On the other hand, to the third cate-
gory belong the branches of the dining services, which are operated for work-

ers and students. Such services are provided free of charge with place, 
illumination, heating, water supply and transportation equipments by the 
organization or school, at which the branch is located. In other words, 
these branches constitute the dining rooms attached to these factories, 
clubs and schools. The prices of commodites on sale are therefore highest 
at the facilities of the fust category followed by those respectively belong-

ing to the second and third categories.9 

Another factor, which is respons;ble for the determination of the prices 

of the commodities available at these public places is the kinds of these 
commodities. Those which are sold at the union or local prices are also 
on sale at these prices and such things as tobacco, match and bread come 
under this catogory. On the other hand such things as fruits, cakes, 
sweets and refreshments are available at the prices respectively with 20 ~, 

10% and 5 % commercial extras (Ha]{H;Ir(a; Handelszuschlage) at the above-

mentioned three kinds of facilities. rurthermore, tea, beer and alcoholic 
drinks are sold in glass or cup at the prices, which depend upon the nature 
of the facility. Lastly, the meals, I~rhich are served at these facilities, are 

available at the retail price within the limits set by the Ministry of Dom-

estic Commerce in accordance with the category of the meal and facility, 
at which it is served.10 

b. Wholesale prices 
The state wholesale price (rocyJ~2tpcTBeHHble onToBbre lleHbl; die staatliche 

Grosshandelspreise) is the supplier's price, at which commodities are deliv-

ered from the sales center of each industry to other socialist enterprises or 

commercial organizations.11 
Just lik'e the state retail price, the state wholesale price is also univer-

sal. In fact, the unification by planning of these state wholesale prices 
is the very foundation of the similar uniflcation of state retail prices. 
"One of the most difficult problem~; in determining prices in industries 
under a socialist regime, is to establish a unified price system for manufac-

tured goods, more exactly, to fix a price, ~~'hich is universal to one and 

the same kind of commodities."I2 

9 G. L. Rubinstein, B. I. Gogol, A. G. Kulikolv, W. I. Moskrvin, Die Oekonomik des 
Sowjethandels, (Gesamtredaktion M. M. Lifiz.) Berlin 1953. SS. 547-8. (The original of this 
book was published in Russlan in 1950. npo~'. r. n. py6HHLuTe~H. Jl:ol~, B. H, roroJlb, 'IolJ:. 
A. r. }(yJIP1:r(oB, xl:olJ:. B. H. Moc}(BHH, no;1 pe;la~(nlie~ npoip. M. M. nHipmJ:a, er(oHoMn}(a 
coBeTcl{o~ TOproBJIH. MocKBa 1950r.) 
As the Russlan edltion Is not available to the author, all the references in thrs paper are to 
German translation of It above clted. 

*~ G. L,. Rubinstein et al., a. a. O. S. 548. 
** ~(. n. Ma~3eH6epr, TaM )I{e., CTp 93'. Vgl. Hans Langer, a. a. O. S. 50.-Wholesale 

price of agricutural products wlll be dealt ~vith later on. 
*' G. I+. Rublnstein et al., a. a. O. S. 551. 
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　　　　Nevertheless，the　unification　of　the　price　system　and　the　requirement

for　its　planning　are　inseparably　connected　with　the　economic　system　of　the

Soviet　Union．　Such　a　close　comection　is　for　instance　evidenced　by　the

revision　of　the　wholesale　price　system，which　was　put　in　effect　on　January

1，1949。　As　a　result　of　the　revision，the　unification　of　the　whalesale　price

system（the　same　price　for　the　same　commodity！）was　strengthened　with　the

eHlect　of　changing　the　relation　in　the　price　system　of　various　commo（1ities．

The　revision　had　also　the　effect　to　strengthen　the　role，which　would　be

played　by　the　wholesale　price　in　improving　the　productivity　of　labor　as

well　as　in　more　successfully　managing　the　enterprise　oHndependent　finance．

At　the　same　tlme，the　subventions　given　to　the　heavy　in（iustry（πoTa取只；

die　staatliche　Subvention）was　abolished，13　The　Soviet　Govemment　was

induced　to　take　such　a　measure　mainly　because　of　the　close　connection

between　the　uni五cation　of　the　wholesale　price　system　and　the　improvement

・flab・rpr・ductivity・nthe・nehandandtheexte1・si・n・ftheindepend－
ent£nance　system　on　the　other．　　These　points　will　further　be　elaborated

in　what　follo、vs．　（See　Table　1．）

Table　L　Relation　between　costs　and　profits　unit：　rouble

Stateulliversalprice
（wholesale　price　inclu（iing

turn－over　tax）

Costs（a）

ム4：ean　planned　costs

Meanproβts（10％）

Tum－oxertax
Wholesalepriceexcluding
turn－Over　tax

Ne亡　pro且t　（b）

b／a（％）

Aenterprise

　　lOO

40

45

4．5

50．5

49．5
9
．
5

23．75

Benterprise

　　　100

45

45

4．5

50．5

49．5

5
0
4
0

　
1

Centerprise

　　　100

50

45

4．5

50．5

49．5

5
0

n
U
－

一
　
一

Source　of　information：Hans　Lan琴er，Das　Preissystem　der　Sowjetunion，Berlin1953，S，30．
Remarks：Figures　not　in　gothic　mdicate　the　part6xed　by　state，whlle　those　m　gothlc　are
　　　　　　　　the　one　each　enterprlse　has　the　rlght　to　change．

　　　　As　is　clear　from　the　above　table，the　enterprise　with　higher　produc－

tivity　has　the　plivilege　of　gaining　more　than　those　with　lower　pro〔iuctivity

and　higher　costs，in　case　the　wholesale　price　be五xed　the　same．　It　is

shown　that　they　sometimes　even　suffer　from　substantial　loss．　If　no　sub－

vention　is　granted　and　no　exception　allowed　o壬the　wholesale　price，the

only　、vay　left　for　these　losing　enterprises　is　the　reduction　of　costs．　In

such　a　way7the　universal　system　of　wholesale　prices　and　the　independent

五nance　system　are　functioning　to　the　ef壬ect　of　forcibly　highering　produc－

tivity．

13Hans　Langer，α，α。0，SS．60－67．
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More detailed descriptions will be made in the sequel of those factors, 

which have the effect of determinin~~ prices. But, the problems concern-
ing the turn-over tax will be here 'taken up in reference to the classifica-

tion of wholesale prices. The turn-over tax is not levied upon most of 
the production goods. Accordingly, the wholesale price of goods, such as 
coal, timber, chemical products and rnachines, is simply the sum of the cost 

and the profit of the enterprise concerned and does not include the turn-
over tax and the extra for the whc*1esaler.14 The prices of cement and 
metallurgical products also do not include the turn-over tax, but include 
profits as well as the expenses necessary for wholesaling.15 Such an extra is 

not required with respect to the goods of the former category, which are 
directly delivered to consumers wirhout passing through any wholesaler. 
On the other hand, cement and metallurgical products are delivered to 
consumers only through the respective wholesaling organization of the indust-

ry concerned, which demands the sai,d extra charge for delivery and sale to 

outside consumers. (Such a price is called the wholesale price of the in-
dustry. (onToBble IJ:eHbl npoMbmJ:JleHHoc'rH) and will be discussed presently.) 

The turn-over tax is levied upon all the consumption goods and oil, 
which is one of the production good3.16 The wholesale price of these goods 
is therefore the sum of the cost, profit of the producer, turn-over tax and 

the expenses as well as profits of the wholesaler. 

In case the turn-over tax is not levied and the enterprise is itslef re-

sponsible for delivering the produce-d goods to consumers without going 
throug'h any intermediate organization, there is no difference between the 
wholesale price of the enterprise (onToBl~le l~eHbl npe~:HpH;~:TH;1; die Fabrikgross-

handelspreise) and that of the indusl:ry, to which the enterprise in question 

belongs (onToBble IleH~J: npoMl~:nJ:JleHHocTl(: Industrie-grosshandels-preis). (Exam-

ples : coal, timber, chemical produc:ts and machinery.) On the contrary. 

these two kinds of wholesale prices are not the same, if the turn-over tax 
is levied, or the collection of products is made by the industry for the 
common delivery to wholesalers. (Examples : cement and metals)17 

At any rate, the wholesale price of the enterprise is most important 
and the plan for production is made taking into consideration the price. 

"The amount of production ir}. an industry should be planned in ac-
cordance with the wholesale price of the enterprise and the unit quantity 
of the production."I8 

*' n. Ma~3eHBepr, TaM ){(e. cTp. 93. 
** n Ma~3eHBepr. TaM )~{e. cTp. 94. 
*' JI. Ma~3eHBepr. TaM x{e. cTp. 94. 
*' n. Ma~3eHBepr. TaM ){{e. cTp. 94. These two kinds of wholesale prices were formerly 

designated as respectively delivery prices (oTnyc}(Hb]e IJ:eHbl) (1vhich corresponded to the 
wholesale price of the enterprise) and whole3ale prices (which corresponded to the wholesale 
price of the industry concerned being callen onToEble ueHhl.) 

** G. L. Rubinstein et al, a. a. O. S. 551. 
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Table 2. Reduction rates of the wholesale prices 

on July 1, 1950 

Percentage to t~e price as on January 1, 1949 

Source of information : Hans 
1953, 

Langer, 
S. 68. 

Das Preissystem der Sow jetunion, Berlin 

Figure 1. Structure of state retail prices 

4. The turn-OVer tax 

5. Running 
Profits 

expenses of the commercial organization 
cf the commercial organization 

Commercial 
ex penses 
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Source ot mformation G L Rubinsttn B I Gogol A. K. Kulikol~ W I 
Moskwin: Die Oekonomik des ~owjethandels. ' (Gesamtredaktion M. M. 

Lifiz) Berlin 1953, S. 544. 

Flgure 2. Construction of state retail prices (Chart for explantion) 

Ra¥v materlals and main materials 

Supplementary materials 

-Direct expenses Fuel 

¥~Tater 

¥~rage 

Indirect expenses within !
 

Indirect expenses the industry 

Indirect expenses within 
the enterprise 

Manufacturmg cost J-Commercial cost 
Expenses for sale 

profii s of the enterprise 
Running cost of 
wholesaling r~~~l'l~~tl__Jon Disl I It for wholesaling organization-il 

profits of wholesaling 
organization 

Wholesale price of the enterprise 
Turn-over taxJ=Wholesale price of the industr)' l 

Running expenses for 
commercial 

rganizal~rl~ioLl-Commercial expenses I 

Profits of commercial-
organization 

Retail price 

As was already mentioned, state retail prices have been cut dov,'n as 

often as seven times from 1947 up to 1954.19 With respect to whole-
sale prices, the price reduction was made on January 1, 1950, of metals, 
chemical products, construction materials, timber, ¥vood products and ma-

chinery as well as of railway transportation fees. The price cut ~vas 
shortly followed by another more extensive one in July, 1950. (See table 

2.) On March 1, 1951, the whole5lale price reduction was made of the 
products of light and food industries.20 Seeing from a more general point 
of view, it is observed that the reduction of state retail prices has been 
based tLpon that of state wholesale prices, which is made possible only by 
the reduction of the constituent part of wholesale prices such as original 

costs and the turn-over tax. 

*' See (7). 

" Hans Langer, a. a. O. S. 68 

~
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( 2 ) Components of the price 
The structure of the state retail price is illustrated in Figure 1, which 

is also presented in a more explanatory form in Figure 2. 

Following is an example, how the actual process of price determina-
tion takes place. As is clear from Table 1, which illustrates the relation 
between the cost and profit, the turn-over tax and the proflt are dictated 

by the state. As a result, the original cost is practically dictated by 
state and the difference between the planned cost and actual cost is the 

gain or loss of the enterprise in question. ¥Vith such assumptions, we 
next present an actual case of price determination, which is due to Hans 
Langer. (1) The retail price is 1,200 rubles, (2) The turn-over tax is 20 % 

of the wholesale price (the wholesale price of the industry) including the 

turn-over tax, (3) The planned profit is 5 % (the wholesale price of the 
enterprise) excluding the turn-over tax, (4) The commercial expenses 
(Handelsspanne) are 5 % of the retail price. With such assumption, vari-
ous rates are all statutory and the actual price is calculated as in Table 
3. In this case, if the cost is more than 866 roubles 40 kopeck, the profit 

is less than 45 roubles 60 kopeck and conversely in the converse case. 

Table 3. Process of price determination 

Planned cost 866.40 Planned profit of the enterprise 45.60 
Wholesale price excluding the turn-over tax 912.00 
(¥vholesale price of the enterprise) 

Turn-over tax 228.00 
Wholesale price including the turn-over tax 1140.000 
(wholesale price of the industry) 

Commercial expenses 60.00 
Retail price 1200.00 

Source of information: Hans Langer, Das Preissystem 
der Sowjetunion, Berlin 1953, SS. 16-17. 

a. Costs 
The following points are worthy mentioning of costs (ce6ecTonMocTb 

die Selbstkosten). 

( I ) In a long run, the cost constitutes the basis of the wholesale 

price, but in the actual process of calculating the price, the wholesale 
price has the effect of determining the cost. 

( '_ ) In the formation of the price, the cost is determined not by the 

actual costs, but as the planned cost. 

(3) In the Soviet economy, the cost is in the tendency of decreas-
ing and much effort is being made for its further reduction. 
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　　　In　a　speech　entitled　“New　situation　　New　tasks　of　economic　con－
structi。n　（H。Ba兄・6cTaH・BKa－H・BLle3a双a覗x・3兄営HcTBeHH・r・cTp・HTeπbcTBa），

which　was　delivered　by　Stalin　on　June　23，1931，　he　urge（1　the　Soviet

heavy　industry，in　particular，its　machinery　pmducing　department　to　free

itfr。mitsdependenceup・ntheinc・mefr・mlightindustries・ragricu1－
ture，ashadbeenthecases・far・Hefurtherp・inted・utthatthes・urce
of　funds　necessary　for　it　was　the　reduction　of　prime　costs．21

　　　The　reduction　of　prime　costs　has　the　ef壬ect　to　realize　higher　profits

pr・m・tingtheaccumulati・n・ffunds・Thereducti・n・fc・stsistheref・re
one　of　the　tasks　of　primary　importance．　At　the　same　time，玉t　always

involves　many　di伍culties　as　is　illustrated　in　Tαble4、　In　fact，the　reduc－

ti。nofc。stsneverattainedtheg・alassetduringthec・urse・fthesec・nd
丘ve－year　plan。

　　　　　　　　　　　　　Table　4．　Plan　of　reducing　costs　an（1　results

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　in　the　second五ve－year　plau

Year

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

Tota1

Reducti（，n　planne（i

　　　　　　1．5

　　　　　　4．7

　　　　　　6．7

　　　　　　7．4

　　　　　　8．2

26．O

Result

　O．5

　　3．7

　　4．1

　　4．0

　　0．1

10。0

　　　　　　　　　　　Source　of　information：Hans　Langer；Das　Prelssystem　der

　　　　　　　　　　　Sowjetunion・1953，S．58。

　　　At　first，the　enlarge（1reprodu（二tion　of　the　heavy　in（1ustry　was　only

made　possible　with　the　income　from　agriculture　an（11ight　industries，Such

a　situation　was　m3inly　due　to　the　underdevelopment　of　the　Soviet　economy

at　large．　In　other　words伊costs　were　higher　than　wholesale　prices　giving

a　room　for　raising　pro五ts．　The　tum－over　tax　was　naturally　not　levie（1

upon　the　pro（1ucts　of　heavy　industries，while　the　resulting　loss　was　taken

care　of　by　subventions．　“In　case　the　price　be　lower　than　the　planne（l

c。st，theresultingl・sssh・uldbec〔）veredbythe五nancialfunds（9・vem－
mental　subventions）．．．．These　subvelユtions　made　a　positive　contribution　to

thedeve1。pment・fheavyindustriesduringthe丘rst五ve－yearplanaswell
as　at　the　beginning　of　the　secon（i　five－year　plan，which　laid　（iown　the

foundations　for　the　industrialization　of　the　sociaslist　economy．”22　1n　Aprilp

1936，a　decree　was　enacte（1to　the　effect　of　abolishing　the　system　of　gov－

emmelltal　subventions　to　heavy　and　timber　industries．

　21レ1．B．CTaJIHH，CoqHHeaH月，T．13，cTp．74－76，77－78，
　22G．L．Rubmstem　et，a1，α。α。0。S．551。
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　　　　The　war　economy，which　was　started　in1941，changed　the　whole

situation．　“The　govemmental　subventions　were　made　necessary　in　order

to　keep　the　price　of　producing　means　at　the　same　level　as　that　in　per－war

times。”24　The　system　of　subventions　thus　introduced　was　again　abolishe（i

between1949and1950。25　Thus，the　re1＆tion　between　costs　and　profits　as

constituent　factors　of　the　wholesale　price，which　has　hitherto　been　confined

to　light　industries，was　for　the　first　time　extende（l　to　heavy　industries．

（With　respect　to　the　turn－over　tax，they　are　not　the　same．）

b．　Pro丘ts

　　　　Together　with　the　tum－over　tax（Ha∬or　c　o60poTa；die　Umsatzsteuer），

pro且ts（HpH6bl∬b）is　a　social　net　income（qHcTbl貢πoxoπ06ulecTBa）constitu－

ting　a　basis　for　the　accumulation－enlarged　reproduction．26　This　corre－

sponds　to　what　ha3hitherto　been　called　“surplus　products．”

　　　　The　pro丘ts　as　aρcumulated　funds　are　different　from　the　tum－over　tax

with　respect　to　the　facts　that　the　latter　plays　a　very　important　role　in

the　Soviet　economy　providing　it　with　means　of　collective　accumulation

of　funds，while　the　former　has　played　but　a　trivial　role　in　the　Soviet

economy　in　spite　of　its　being　a　source　oHhe　self－investment　of　each　en－
terprise．27

　　　　Takingintoc・nsiderationtheabovecharacterizationofpro五ts，the
proGts　raised　by　each　enterprise　are　classified　by　their　use　as　follows：一（1）

The　self－investment　to　the　enterprise，（2）the　increase　of　circulating　means

of　the　enterprise，　（3）the　funds　for　the　extension　of　the　enterprise，　（4）the

covering　of　the　planned　loss　and　　（5）　the　transfer　to　the　director’s　funds．28

　　　　For　the　items（1）and（2），20－25％and　the　amount　up　to60％are
respectively　used　of　the　profits，while　the　transfer　to　the　director’s　funds

（ΦoHπ耶peKTopa；Direkto㎡ond）is　different　in　each　industry．　It　is1－5％，

1％，2％and2。5％respectively　in　manufacturing　industries，commerce，
construction　and　various　enterprises　supplementary　to　agriculture　such　as
M．T．S．28

　　　　What　has　generally　been　stated　about　the　functions　of　proHts　in　the

l30viet　economy　should　also　be　taken　into　consideration　in　observing　the

determination　of　the　amount　of　profits。　The　pro丘ts　of　an　enterprise　are

五xe（i　by　state　as　planne（i　profits，　which　are　the　left－overs　of　its　social　net

mcome，a　large　part　of　which　is　taken　away　by　the　central　govemment．

　23G．L．Rubinsteln　et　a1．α．α．0．S。551．
　24G．L．Rubinstein　et　a1．α．α．0．S，551．
　25G，L　Rubinstein　et　aL仏α。0。S。551．　This　point　was　already　in　II．（1），（b），which　is
concer蹴ed　wlth　wholesale　prices。
　26CM．no丑HT四ecKa兄3KQHoMH兄．yqe6HKK．cTp。473－476．　Also　refer　to　my　paper，‘σAc－
cロmulation　m　the　Soviet　Economy”in　Ecoκo加‘Rθ面g四（in　Japanese）Vo1．5，No．4，p．273．
　27This　point　was　already　mentioned，Refer　to’o‘躍．　“Accumulation　in　the　Soviet，”pp。
271，　273　and　274．

　28　Hans　Langer，α。α。0。S．23．
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The profit rate (ypoBeHb peHaT6eJlbHocTH) in Soviet industries is calculated 

as follows : -Suppose the amount of production be 15 million roubles in 
terms of the wholesale price excluding the turn-over tax (the ¥vholesale 
price of the enterprise) and the cost be 10 million roubles, then the proflts 

are 0.5 million roubles with the profit rate, which is calculated as follows : 

10,500.000 roubles - 10 OOO OOO roubles XIO0=5 % 
10,000,000 roubles 

As for the relation between the reduction of cost and profit rates, 
" he rate of the increase of profit is surpassing that of the cost reduc-
tion and the profits rate is increasing more rapidly than proflts themselves."29 

In the above example, Ietting the cost be reduced 10 ~, the profits which 

are calculated as follows : 

10 500 OOO roubles-(10 OOO OOO roubles X 100 - 10 )=1 500,000 roubles, 

00 ' become three times as much, while the profit rate, ~rhich is: 

10,500,000 roubles - 9,000 OOO roubles X 100 = 16.~/ %, 

9,000,000 roubles 

becomes more than 3.3 times as much.29 

c. Turn-over tax 
The author has already published a paper concernin*" the turn-over 

tax (}]aJlor c 060poTa: die Umsatzsteuer). See "The Accumulation in the 

Soviet Economy" in "The Economic Review" of the Hitotsubashi 
University. Vol. 5, No. 4. As there are many problems involved in the 
turn-over tax, detailed analyses will be left to another paper to be 
devoted to these problems. 

d. Commercial expenses 
The commercial organizations purchase goods at the wholesale price 

of the respective industry and sell them at the state retail price. The 

difference between the former and the latter is commercial expenses 
(ToproBa;~ HalleHKa; Handelsspanne). By commercial expenses, the com-
mercial organization covers its circulation expenses (n3Jlep2{(}c?i 06pauleHH5~:), 

while its net income (HPicTHr~ ;IoxoTl:) (i. e. profits (npl~:6blJlb)) is also ob-

tained from it. In most cases, commercial expenses are calculated as a 
discount flxed in advance in proportion to the state retail price. In 
some other cases, the expenses are raised as an extra (HarHT!:Ka) to the 
wholesale price.30 

*9 JI. Ma~3eHBepr, TaM )1(e; cTp. 72. 
*' In view of the limited length ot the paper, more detailed explanation 1"in not be attempted 

here. CM, noJlpiTHHecr(a;1 eKOHOMH;1. yqe6Hldhc. ':Tp. 513; n. Ma~3eHaepr, TaM ){{e, cTp. 84-92; 
Hans Langer, a. a. O. ~S. 34-37; G. L. Rubinstein et al., a. a. O. SS. 565-578. 
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III. Prices of Ag'ricu,Itural Products 

In the Soviet Union, agricultural products are placed on commercial 
routes through the following channels : (1) the spot tradin*" w~ith tractor 

stations (HaTypo~JraTa M. T. C.), (2) the state procurement of the agricul-

tural products compulsorily delivered from kolkhoses, (3) the procurement 

by reservation of manufactured agricultural products based upon the con-

tract between state and the kolkhos, (4) the free delivery of surplus 
agricultural products to co-operatives and governmental organizations, and 
(5) the sale through commercial net-works of kolkhoses.31 

The system of compulsory delivery (06;18aTeJlbHbre nocTal31(H; die Pflich-

tablieferung) was first put in practice with respect to the grains produced 

in 1933. From 1940 on, the system has been enlar*"ed and revised with a 
view to applying it to other kinds of agricultural and live-stock products 
and the producers of agricultural products owe a duty to state of selling 
their products to it. The amount is fixed as the "norma" of the com-
pulsory delivery (HopMa 06;~:JlaTeJlbHblx nocTa60K) and the basis of the price, 

at which the producer delivers the products to state, is the procurement 
price (3aroToBHTeJlbHhle ~eHbl ; die Beschaffungspreise). 

The contract system (1<0HTpal(TalJ:H;1; das Konstraktsystem) is now in 

practice mainly with respect to manufactured agricultural products and 
these agricultural products are delivered to procurement organization accord-

ing to such a contract. Now that almost all the industries are state-
owned, the kolkhos (or individual farmer), which produces manufactured 
agricultural products, are not allowed to sell its products except through 

state procurement organizations and the price of such a procurement is 
called the procurement price.33 

The compulsory delivery and that by a contract are called the state 
procurement (3Jl:aroToBKa, staatliche Beschaffungen) and these deliveries are 

made at the procurement price (3aroToBHTeJlbHble I~eHbl : die Beschaffungs-

preise). On the other hand, the delivery in the case of (4), and the price 
of such a delivery is the buying price (8al{ynoHHble 1~:eHbl: die Aufkaufpreise). 

Further in the case of (5), the delivery is made at the market price of 
kolkhos (or the free price). 

sl Refer to my article The gradual tratssitio,e fr0,1~ socialisnh to comttteee4istlle (In Japanese) p. 
299. and Systel'b of agriculture by Hideaki lkeda (pp 115 f) in The Atealysis of Sovi,et Eco~~offry 
compiled by Kazuo Nonomura and Tanenori Soezima 1954 (in Japanese) (Published by K~eis~ 
Shodo). Also refer to JI. Ma~8eH6epr. TaM ,Ke, cTp. 191. 

8s oJIHTI{~ec}(a;~ e}(oHoMH;1. yHe6HH!{. cTp. 491-3 ; G.L. Rubinstein et al., a. a. O. S. 158 ; 
n. Ma~3eH6epr. TaM ){{e, cTp. 193. 
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( I ) The procurement price, buying price and the wholesale 

price of agricultural products 

a. The procurement price 
The procurement price in the case of compulsory deliveries and that 

in the case of contracts have respectively a different effect to the manage-

ment Df a kolkhos. The former i!; mainly in practice with respect to 
manufactured agricultural products, which are exclusively delivered to 
state, because almost all the manufacturing industries are under the state 

control. The total income and the condition for the enlarged reproduc-
tion of a kolkhos is therefore wholl:y determind by the procurement price 
of agricultural materials or the supplementary form of realizing produc-
tion costs (otovarival~ie).35 36 With respect to the former, the delivery at 

the procurement price however contributes only partially to the income 
of a kolkhos, the total income and the condition for the enlarged reproduc-
tion of ~¥'hich are further determined by the buying price and the kolkhos 

market price beside the procurement price (and the "norma" of com-
37 pulsory deliveries). 

The cabinet is responsible for fixing procurement prices.38 These 
prices are usually shown as universal throughout a region, but one and 
the same procurement price is proclaimed in case the production of the 
goods is restricted to the region. 

The local difference of the procurement prices are t~or instance respec-

tively I against 1.8, I against 2.8, and I against 4 with respect to 
macholka, beat, and potatos.38 Taking into consideration the supply and 
demand relation of agricultural products, such a local difference of prices is 

introduced with a view to making the best use of transportation and 
avoiding the confusion of the supply and demand of agricultural products.38 

The procurement price also differs according to the quality. For ex-
amples, Iong-flbered cotton, perfumecl tobacco and white cabbage of higher 

quality are respectively priced 50-100 %, 25-75 % higher than the ordinary 
ones.38 E1!~en within the same kind of goods, prices differ according to 
the different standard. For instance, there are respectively three and five 

standards of macholka and tea. I~;ven in case such a difference of prices 

be not provided for, prices are frorn time to time advanced or reduced 

*5 The original word is oToBapHBaHI{e and its German translation is Warenabgeltung. It is 
also tentativelv translated "system of reimbursement by goods" or "system of commodity 
delivery." The system is originating in the procuremet of manufactured agricultural products 
by state-owned manufacturing industries, in which farmers were paid not only by cash but 
also by the manufactured goods in need in rural conununities. About its meaning as given by 
Stalin, refer to his "Economic Problems of Socialism in U.S.S.R." 1952, (el<0HoMI(Hecl<He 
np06JleMbl CouHaJm3Ma B CCCP). 

*' JI. Ma~3eH6epr, TaM x<e, cTp. 193-194. 
*' n. Ma~3eH6epr, TaM )Ke, cc. 194-195. 
*8 G. L. Rubinstein et al, a. a. O. S. 559. 
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according to the quality.39 A11 these measures are taken for the purpose 

of improving the techniques of agriculture. 
At the outset of the second five-year plan, a premium was given to 

the part of the delivery over the previous plan in response to the proposal 

of Stalin.40 ror in the case of tobacco, 50 %, 100 % and 200 ~ are ad-
ditionally paid for the delivery, which respectively exceeds 10 %, 10-25% 
and more than 25 % of the delivery as originally planned.41 

b. The buying price 
The buying price and the free market price of kolkhos are both of 

the same nature being the price, at which the kolkhos is allo¥ved to dis-

pose its surplus products upon finishing its compulsory delivery. However, 
the latter is determined by the relation bet¥veen demand and supply, 
while the former is fixed by state. rurther, the former is in general 
10wer than the latter.42 

The buying price and kolkhos market price are competitive ~¥'ith each 

other. When the kolkhos market price is low, kolkhoses become more 
interested in selling their products at the buying price to co-operatives and 

state agencies. The same holds in the converse case.42 

c. The wholesale price of agricultural products 
The grains procured by procurement and commercial organizations are 

on sale at the wholesale price (onToBbre ll:eHbl ; die Grosshandelspreise). In 

the ¥¥'holesale price of agricultural prQducts are included the procurement 
or buying price, premium, (Pr~mienzuschlage), reduction or extra by quan-
tity (Qualit~tsab-oder-zuschlage), transportation fee, extra price (Preisauf-

schlag) to be received by procurement or commercial organizations and com-

mercial expenses (Handelsspanne), from the last-mentioned of which are 
raised the proflts for these procurement and commercial organizations. 

( 2 ) The kolkhos market price and free price 
In the commercial activities in the Soviet Union, there should be in-

cluded besides those socialized commerces (state and co-operative com-
merces) kolkhos commerce (I{oJlx03Ha;~ ToproBJI;~:; Kolkhoshandel). Such com-

mercial activities are originating from an ownership system peculiar to 

39 G. L. Rubinstein et al. a. (}. O. SS. 559-560. 
40 ccording to M_ alzenberg, it was first given to cotton in 1935 and later extended to other 

manufactured agricultural products. (n. Ma~8eH6epr. TaM )}(e, cTp. 196) 
al The rate is based upon G. L. Rubinstein et al., a, a. O. SS. 559-561. Also refer to n. 

Ma~3eH6epr, TaM ){{e, cc. 196-198 and Hans Langer, a. a. O. S. 75. 
lz n. _Ma~seH6epF, TaM )}ce. cTp. 195. 
13 G. L. Rubinstein et al. a. a. O. S. 563. 
dl noCTaHOBJleHHe COBeTa HapOTIHblX KOMHccapOB CCCP H Ll:eHTpaJlbHoro KoM}iTeT BKrl(6)oT60Ma;I 

1932 roJl:a <0nJlaHe xJle603aroToBcu( nB yno)~(a;: 1932- r. H pa3BepTblBaHHH I<0Jlx03Ho~ TOproBJIH 
xJle60M> The resolution was pubhshed in "Pravda " 's May 7 number of 1932. (CTaJIldH, 
CoLlp!HeHPl;!, T. 13. CTp 393. 
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kolkhoses, which are still remaining side by side with the people's owner-
ship, i.e. state ownership. 

Such a commerce, which will henceforth be called kolkhos commerce, 
was first authorized as a system at the period, when the kolkhos system 
was established. On May 5, 1932, the joint session of the People's Com-
missariats of the Soviet Union and the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party adopted a resolution entitled "On the procurement of grains 
harvested in 1932 and the development of kolkhos commerce"44 and openly 
authorized kolkhos commerce. 

In the market thus formed, there appear as sellers (1) the kolkhos, 
11N'hich finished its compulsory delive]'y and (2) the members ot~ a kolkhos, 

who sell the agricultural products raised in the land annexed to their 
houses and the cattles of their own. In addition, there also appear as 
sellers (3) individual farmers and (4) urban residents who sell the products 

of their side works. On the other hand, buyers are (1) those co-opera-
tives, which are authorized to purchase goods for resale within their net-
work of sales.46 

Consumptions of Soviet citizens are therefore mostly taken care of by 
the goods, which are on sale at stat,e-owned stores at state retail prices. 
But, a small part of their consumptions are further taken care of by the 
agricultural products, which are sold at kolkhos market prices in kolkhos 
markets. It is therefore necessary to make some explanations on the 
kolkhos maket price or the free price, which constitutes a part of the price 

system of the Soviet Union. 
In outlining the kolkhos market, Hans Langer, author of "The Price 

System in the Soviet Union", characterizes the kolkhos makret price as 
follows, "The characteristics of the kolkhos market lie in the fact that 

kolkhoses and its members are allowed to sell there their surplus agricul-

tural products at the price and time they like as well as in the fact that 

the prices in the market thus formed are determined only by the relation 
between demand and supply."47 

So stating, he emphasizes the following: Firstly, unlike the state 
retail price, the kolkhos market pr[ce is not fixed by the state, but a 
free price. Secondly, the price is determined by the producing costs as well 

as by the relation between demand and supply. 

'* G. Rubinstein et al, a. a. O. S. 356. 
'" Hans Langer, a. a. O. S. 81. 
" Hans Langer, a. a. O. S. 81. 
'* On January 7, 1933, Stalin made the following statement on the occasion' of a jolnt 

sesslon of the Central Commltee and Central Controlling Commlttee of the Commonrst Party : 
"For these several years, we have succeeded m completely drlving away from the clrculation 
of commoditles individual merchants, business men and all kinds of brokers. This does not 
however necessarily mean that we have also succeeded in wiping away the possib[lit)' that in-
dividual nlerchants and brokers might again appear by the principle of atavism in the circula-
tion of commodittes and avarl themselves of the kolkhos commerce, which is one of the most 
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The kolkhos free market is not merely a free market as existing in 
capitalist economy. In the market, neither speculater nor broker is seen 
participating in transactions there, of which only participants are pro-
ducers and consumers in the strict sense of the words. The kolkhos mar-
ket price is therefore not a free price in capitalist sense.49 

The kolkhos market price, which is determined not by state, but 
solely by the relation between demand and supply utterly in disregard of 

the total amount of transactions, might appear rather dangerous to the 
successful execution of the total economic plan and the state price 
system. Such a danger is however remedied by the following three situa-
tions. Firstly, although the state does not directly control the , supply 
from kolkhoses to the market, the state is in possession of almost all the 
means of production including M.T.S., thus being in a position to exert 
its influence upon the demand and supply relation in kolkhos markets. 
Secondly, the greater part of agricultural products comes in the hands of 

state through its centralized procurement. Thirdly, as a consequence of 
the above situations, the best part of consumption goods is under the con-
trol of organized cornmerces. 

The last-mentioned some needs more detailed explanations. In the 
years from 1935 to 1936, 3.4% of grain, 21.3%,of potato, 16.5% of 
vegetable and 31.3% of milk products were placed in kolkhos markets. 
In 1939, the goods equivalent to some thirty billion roubles livere dealt in 

these markets covering 20-25 % of the total supply of foods and other 
materials necessary for everyday life. In 1940, the transactions in 
kolkhos markets constituted 19.0% of all the retail transactions, while 
they were 1'_.O % in 195_2.51 

The state retail price, not the kolkhos market price, is therefore 
playinj~" a leading role in the delivery of consumption goods or foods.51 
On the other hand, the kolkhos market price is equivalent to, or little less 

than the state price, when the amount of currencies and the goods at the 
disposal of state or co-operative commerces are in equilibrium. This was 
for instance the case ¥vith bread, meat and butter in pre-~¥'~ar times. On 

profitable fields for them. Indeed, kolkhos members themselves might be induced to begin a 
speculatiot] . . . .~¥re have nevertheless a regulation recently enacted by the Soviet authorities 
providing for the prohibihon of speculation and the purnshment of brokers. As you know, this 
regulatron is by- no means too generous. "(CTaJIHH, Co~HHeHH;1.T. 13. cTp. 204.) (Japanese 
translatron p. 228) The regulation, which was mentioned bj. Stalin, is the resolution at the 
joint session of the Central I;xecutive Committee of the Soviet Union and the People's Com-
missariats held on August 2-~, 1932, entltled "On the struggle against speculation." (nocTa-
HOBJleHHe Ll:eHTpaJlbHoro HcuoJIHHTeJlbHoro KOMHTeTa H COBeTa Hapo,1:Hbrx KOMMHccapOB Col03a 
CCP OT 2' aBFycTa 1932 roJla <0 60pb6e co cneKyJI;lu}ieH> (cf "Pravda August 23, 1932) 
During the last ¥~'ar, speculation lvere again fairly prevalent due to the loo.-ening of leadership 
of soclalized commerces. 

19 G. Rubinstein et al,, a. a. O. S. 375. 
'" Hans Langer, a. a. O. S. 82. 
5* Hans Langer, a. a. O. S. 83. 
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the contrary, the free price becomes a little higher than the corresponding 
state price, when there takes place a temporary or local shortage of goods. 

This was the case with vegetable, milk and milk products in pre-war 
times.51 

The most important contribution of kolkhos market to th~ Soviet 
commerce, which is now in the process of taking responsibility of main-
taining people, is its effect of regul:xting and supplernenting the process at 

relatively low expenses. In other words, it is playing a role of ventilator 
remedv_ ing various difliculties, whic'h take place temporarily or locally in 

socialized commerces. This was the case immediately after the formation 
of kolkhoses. In case such difficulties are prolonged over fairly a long 

period with a nation-wide scope, much importance is attached to the 
kolkhos market with the rise of the kolkhos market price and the con-
fusion of the Soviet price system. This was really the case during the 
last war. 

In vie~l~r of its mobility and adaptability to the local economic co~di-

tion, the kolkhos market price is playing a role of a "test market" 
(Probenmarkt), which presents in a small and local scale the general 
economic situation prevalent in a ¥~'ider scale. In this sense, the kolkhos 

market acts as a barometer to indicate the condition of people's main-

tenance. 




